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CHENEY CITY COUNCIL approved $1200 to subsidize operation of the
Magic Bus at its meeting Tuesday night. (PHOTO: Tom Stanton)
"All the news that's print to fit.."
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Cheney City Council

1,200 Voted For Magic Bus
by Tom Stanton
News Writer
The Cheney City Council unanimously approved· a proposal to
appropriate $1200 for the
remainder of the year towards the
financially troubled Magic Bus
System, Tuesday night.
The $1200, pa id by the city, will
reinstate bus service to downtown
Cheney residents.
Bus service was discontinued
Jan. 7, pending the City Councils
decision to commit funds in support
of subsidizing the 35 cent fare.
Two options were open to the
City Council. 'Option A' said since 7
per cent of the bus riders were non·
students from Cheney, then it was
the city's responsibility to pay a
percentage of the $12,000 subsidy
which amounted to $840.
But the council must also agree
to pay 7 per cent of additional subsidies should they be necessary.
Current data indicated more subsidy would be required to maintain
the bus runs, so the council rejected
the option.
Option B required the city to pay
only a flat rate of $1200 regardless
of the amount of subsidy that is
finally required. The council voted 70 in favor of this option.
Before Option B was finally
agreed upon, City Council member,
Thomas Showalter proposed an
amendment that would incorporate
parts of both options. He moved the
city should subsidize 7 per cent of
the defiqits of the Magic Bus, not to
exceed $1200.
William Wynd, another council
meml>er, supported Showalter's
amendment because "the $1200 is
a flat budgeted figure and I believe
it fair for both sides (city and AS) to
support the system because they
both use it."
The amendment was rejected on
grounds, "the council in voting on a.
·modification of the two options
would delay the reinstatement of
the busing runs," according to
Assistant City Administration,
Charlie Eral.
AS president, Pat Hayes said
later, "The decision made by the AS

legislature and the city of Cheney
was an excellent decision. It
demonstrated the willingness of
both parties to work. together in
good faith."
When asked what would happen
if EWSC runs out of funds even with
the $1200 appropriation from the
city Hayes replied, "Our only alternatives would be to 1) discontinue

the busing service or 2) raise the
price of each ride or 3) run only
those busses that we are assured
will make money."
"The first two alternatives are
not the most desirable" he added.
AS Action
The council's action came about
as a result of the AS Legislature

voting Monday to "reconsider service to downtown Cheney if and
when the city council approves
$1200 or seven per cent of the
cost."
Showalter was present at the
meeting and said a, "lack of communication", was in effect concerning the bus runs.
Showalter indicated the city did

not express unhappiness over the
system, but rather supported it.
As a result of student outcries an
evening bus run has been reinstituted from Spokane to Cheney.
The run leaves the Jefferson St.
parking lot at 9:10 p.m. and the
EWSC PUB at 9:45 p.m. effective
last Monday.

lnthePUB

Brothers Get Restaurant Contract
Billings Inc., owners of the
Savage House in Spokane, was
awarded the PUB's restaurant con·
tract by the Bidder's Evaluation
Committee Friday.
Other Candidates
The committee, composed of AS
President, Pat Hayes, PUB
Manager, Curt Huff, Controller, Jim
Rogers, SUBOC chairman, Dennis
Brandt, and student representatives, Pat O'Donnell and Vic
Pestrin, sampled pizza and inter-

viewed three bidders being considered for the restaurant contract.
Other candidates for the contract
were Tom Showalter of Showalter's
Hall, Cheney; and Don Golagaski,
Stadium Pizza Parlor in Spokane.
Important Assets Weighed
Some of the points in favor of the
Billings Brothers, according to Huff,
were their "outstanding" past
business reputation and the fact
they presented the "greatest possible financial benefits to the PUB."

Under the contract, the PUB will
receive 10 per cent from the
restaurant's total gross sales.
Looking Ahead
According to Huff, if the State
Liquor Control Board accepts the
license application, preparations for
the new restaurant will begin im·
mediately, under the management
of Bob and Bill Billings.
Looking ahead to issues of
management and operation, Bob
Billings believes the new restaurant
will generate more business,
proving profitable for the campus.
Bob Billings plans to be the initial
manager and he explained his

restaurant will be in the business of
selling food. He said beer and wine
are considered to be just two
beverage items on the menu that
also includes a variety of pizzas,
soft drinks, and hot and cold
sandwiches.
In an effort to maintain the
restauran t concept , Billin gs
Brothers have waived the option to
sell gallons and kegs of beer. They
said all beer and wine will be
bought, served and consumed in the
restaurant.
As the restaurant is organized
and business picks up, the brothers
indicated they hope to have 15 to
20 openings for student employees.

Fire Victims Need Help

•
Bob Billings

-

Bill Billings

Less than two weeks before
Christmas a fire struck the Earnie
and Carolyn Longanecker home in
Cheney. More than a month later,
both are still in the hospital
recovering from third degree burns.
Before they get out, they are
expected to amass $60,000 in bills.
Earnie is a graduate assistant at
Eastern, teaching Introduction to
Business and Carolyn works parttime in the Library. Both are from
Winthrop, Wash.
A fund has been started by the
Alpha Kappa Psi fraternity to help
defray the costs of hospitalization

and to help them when they are out
of the hospital.
"The response has been pretty
good from the community," said
Hubert Mills, School of Business
professor said, " but the enormity of
the costs dictate that we have to
ask for more contri butions."
Contributions to the Longanecker
Fund have reached just over $1,
500.
Students wishing to con tribute to
the Longanecker Fu nd can send
them to the Alpha Kappa Psi Fraternity in Kingston Hall.
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easterner
editorial
BOT Should Stand Firm
By Carl Wirsching

I

Rip 0·11 a Narc

By Carl Wirsching
Editor
He may be a guy on the street in a
poncho; he may be your roommate's
best friend; but he's a narcotics agent
and he's out to destroy people's lives
because of marijuana. And he's not
going to stop unless you do something
about it.
Now, by calling 359-2546 you can
help rip-off a narc and keep your identity
a secret. Your tip may even be worth a
cash reward.
The Easterner does not enter this
program lightly. Prank calls are not
solicited; neither will this program be
used for personal grudges.
We want to expose only those narcotics agents who bust students for the
use of marijuana. We feel the
clandestine presence of professional
agents on campus creates an atmosphere of paranoia. A college campus
should be a free and open place. The
presence of such agents is detrimental
to such an open atmosphere.
We do not advocate the use of
marijuana or any other drug; and we
Jealize the use of many drugs are illegat

11

However, we feel the use of narcotics
agents is so reprehensible as to warrant
their exposure.
Some might contend there are no
narcs on campus. This is not true. Last i:
quarter Campus Police busted students
for marijuana at least once a week. The
police report in one case stated officers
driving past Dressler smelled marijuana :
coming from a sixth floor window..
The best marijuana sniffing dogs
could not have performed that well. We
reject the police report. A narc was
responsible for the arrest.
We urge those who have been :i,
arrested on campus for the use of ,
marijuana to contact The Easterner and
help us positively identify any narcotics
agent who might have been responsible.
We request those who suspect someone
of being a narc to do the same.
We are not interested in exposing
those students, faculty, administrators
or personnel at Eastern who because of
their moral convictions feel it is their I!
duty to expose drug users. We wish they
would not do so, however.
Help us rip-off a narc before he rips- ,
..
off you or som.eone you love.

Editor
Rumblings have been heard around campus concerning possible action
by the Board of Trustees this evening in regards to the restaurant in the
PUB.
Some student leaders fear the board will reconsider its approval of
allowing alcoholic beverages to be sold on campus. These fears stem from
the actions of the Cheney Concerned Citizens Group, and Tom Showalter,
owner of Showalter's Hall in Cheney.
These student leaders have been carr;ing forward an action which begar,
four years ago. Only in the past few months have these other groups voiced
their objections.
The concept of having beer served on campus has undergone radical
changes during these past years. It began as an unclear desire to have
alcohol available; progressed to the proposal for a tavern; and now stands
as a firm plan to remodel the student lounge on the second floor of the PUB
into a restaurant which also serves beer and wine.
11
The students involved in this drive have not been irresponsible. They
have conducted numerous surveys, referendums, petitions; they have
attended conferences, met with state legislators, worked with the administration; presented their arguments several times before the Board of
Trustees; and not once demanded, threatened or acted unilaterally.
The arguments for allowing a.restaurant in the PUB are convincing. The
restaurant would provide students a center for leisurely relaxation in a convivial atmosphere. It would provide a much needed alternative to Tawanka
and the PUB food service, both of which are cafeteria style. It would allow
11
·the Pence Union Building to operate on a sound financial basis, which would
free the Associated Student subsidy of the PUB for other urgent student
needs.
The opponents' arguments are nebulous; sound like sour grapes in one
11
instance; and smell of a holier than thou attitude which says others can dictate morality.
One of the arguments raised against allowing beer and wine to be served
on campus is the commuter who drank at school would be too intoxicated to
drive back to Spokane.
This argument assumes students will abuse alcohol. It condemns
students as irresponsible without the support of any evidence.
The average student at Eastern is no longer the young radical of the
60's. The majority of students are 21 years old or older. There are more
married students than single stadents. And, the vast majority of students at
created can be attributed to the . out in ,the November general elecEastern are interested in gaining an education to secure ,a job, hardly the
.
media, as was the case of reviews tion· we must have more favorable
kind to be irresponsible.
Dear Editor:
of
plays, stage band, student votes this y,ear than during the pa~t
We urge the board this evening to stand firm on their earlier dec;ision to
This is now my fourth year of government, etc.
two elections. If the results from
allow beer and wine to be sold in a restaurant on c~mpus. However, if any college, all four of which have been
Again,
I
am
sorry
that
it
has
last year's levy were applied to the
action is taken, we urge the board to reaffirm its decision; not destroy what spent ·at Eastern Washington State
taken
me
this
long
to
realize
that
validation
formula for this year our
students have worked for diligently.
College, and all four of these years I everyone has a different interest issue would pass by the slim margin
have been concerned about the and most pursue their specific in- of three absentee votes.
problem of apathy.
terest. You and I might not have the
I urge students at your college to
I have to admit that it has taken same interests but that doesn't obtain absentee ballots from the
me four years to arrive at the mean that either of us are County Auditor where they are
following conclusion: students on apathetic.
registered to vote.
this
campus are not apathetic, at
By Jeff Lorello
Si.ncerely,
Written requests (they cannot be
least not to the point that I had
Managing Editor
Pay Hayes, AS President
phoned) must include 1) the adThe omnipotent office of EWSC President Emerson Shuck has been believed us to be earlier.
Senior, Political Science
dress to which the ballot is to be
Students are involved in drama,
challenged. Last week The Easterner ran a story on AS President Pat Hayes
mailed and 2) the voter's official
pushing for a student member of the Board of Trustees, and challenging the art, athletics, movies, concerts,
written signature.
dances, and yes, some students are
validity of Shuck's practice of authorizing all agenda items.
Since absentee ballots must be
Though qovernor Evans questioned the practice of all agenda items actually involved in classes.
postmarked no later than election
Dear Editor,
When I ran for A.S. President last
going through Shuck, Shuck ducked behind the safety of the by-laws which
Many school ciistricts, including day requests must be made promptyear, one of my campaign goals was Yakima's, will be having annual levy ly in order to assure their receipt by
~e said provide for all agenda items to go through him.
.
to
overcome "student apathy". My elections in late January (ours is the the absentee voter in sufficient
Though the Governor "believes" this system is "contrary" to the usual
problem
was that I wasn't far- 28th) or early February. Such levies time to be mailed prior to election
practice at other boards of trustees around the state, Shuck continues to
manipulate what the Board of Trustees discusses. In other words, the ab- sighted enough to see that students often raise 25-40 per cent of a dis- day.
solute power Shuck holds allows him to be a self-declared censor. The weren't particularly concerned with trict's day to day operating funds.
Hopefully all your students will
the governmental process of sturepercussions are obvious.
take
the time to become informed
Consequently, passage of such
Shuck also stated some rather shallow arguments on why a student dent government, or, for that levies is vital to maintain adequate about school election issues in their
member should not be allowed on the board. He said the board represents matter, of state or federal govern- educational programs.
districts and that they will vote in
ment.
the "public at large," not any special interest groups.
·
Absentee ballots can, and do, such an election, particularly those
An interest does exist, however, decide the fate of such elections. students registered in Yaki ma
Well, since students comprise nine-tenths of Eastern's population, we
don't look upon them as a "special interest group," but rather the "only in- when a government takes action Two years ago our Yakima levy School ,Distriet No. 7.
that affects the particular interests
terest group."
Respectfully,
passed by only 13 votes- absentee
The by-laws state the "responsibility for the operation of Eastern of the individual.
Jim
Kennedy,
special chairman
.
The majority of students are no votes.
Because of the higher voter turn·~ashington State College .rests with the Board of Trustees." Will' Shuck
Citizens Annual Levy Committee
:Jeriy students a part of the responsibility of looking after themselves? We more interested in the "process" of
student government that I am in the
····n e not .
Shuck also argued a student would only be able to serve a short time on "process " of getting oneself
· ,e board. We fail to see the meaning of that statement. Is Shuck saying a prepared for a basketball game,
,tudent doesn't have the know-how to graps the workings of the board? If concert or play. But I am fascinated
Editor: Carl Wirsching
by the final product, the end result.
so that is an affront to every Eastern student.
Sports Editor: Scot Schell
Manaeine Editor: Jeff Lorello
Sometimes the manner in which
Or is Shuck implying the efforts of a student member would be impotent?
Associate Editor: Paul Warner
News Editor: Jay Wilson
If so he misses the point. Student sensitivities must be pointed out and the end result is reported by the
I
Photo Editor: Rich Roddy '
I
what better way than a student member? No matter how "understanding" media might have a tender:icy to
sway
the
opinions
of
the
reader,
Tom Stanton
News Writers: Kevin Kennedy
Chuck St. John
other r.iembers are to student ideas and philosophies, they cannot relate
'
John Schilling
Debbie Sutton
Colleen McFarland
which cannot be helped if the media •
and identify with students as well as another student.
Linda Townsend
Jill Moll
becomes
at
all
involved
in
the
What all this adds up to is this institution, comprised of a large student
Jim Waggoner
Sports Writers: Jim Elliott
Tom Routt
population, is being governed by a body which handles items vital to process.
Photoaraphers: Don McIntyre
I find that the influence of the
students, without student input. This situation is contrary to the doctrine of
Distribution Ma,iaeer: W.W. Wilson
.
media plays a large role in deter"representation," and must be corrected.
Advertisina Manaeer: Dennis Palmer
Advisor: Barney 'Francisco
The Easterner is the student newspaper of Eastern Washington State College
Mr. Hayes' approach to the Governor crystalizes student expertise and mining reactions to a particular oir·
by the Associated Students. The opinions expressed are those of the writers
funded
curristance,
be
they
warranted
or
maturity. Some yea rs ago students might have taken over Shuck's office. It
and staff of The Easterner and not necessarily those of the Associated Students,
seems the only thing Mr. Shuck can do is succumb to the proposal. The time not. The media reports on the
·:acuity, Administration or anyone else.
process and the final product in the
Address all inquiries and letters to The Easterner, EWSC, PUB Room 119.
is right.
: heney, Wash. 99004 or call 359-7873,
manner in which they are involved.
Advertising should be sent to Dennis Palmer, c/o Alpha Kappa Psi, EWSC,
Therefore, I submit that a certain i! Cheney,
Wash. 99004 or call 359-7047.
•
The ad on Page Six (6) is upside down at the request of the advertiser!
amount of "apathy" that has been

Leffers To The Editor
•

Apathy ·Explained

I

• /

What Makes Shuck Balk?

School Levy Vote
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In My Opinion: Was Sirica Right?
system and American justice. When
.Truman was president the same
thing happened.

Do You think Judge John Sirica was
ri1ht in freein1 Watergate
defendants John Dean, Herbert
Kalmbach, and Jeb Magruder?

Dwight Bartleson
Sophomore-Geology
No. I was ,pleased when they
were convicted because they are
not the most upright citizens in the,
country. The release of the lower
echelon people opens the door for
light sentencing of the higher-ups.

William Pelton
Junior-Undeclared
Yes. They have been admonished
by the public enough. I think there is
a connection between the release
and the upcoming sentencing of
Haldeman, Erlichman and Mitchell.
In other words we'll see light
sentencing in those cases.

Teri Falk
Sophomore-Psychology
Definitely not. Why should these
people be treated any differently
from you and I. Once they make a
decision on sentencing and change
it, the public loses faith in the court

'

Bill Murphy
Freshman-undeclared
Yes. Dean and Magruder helped
blow open the case, but Kalmbach
didn't deserve it because he didn't

A spokesman for Campus Safety
said they were called at 11 :30 a.m.
Monday and asked to send an ambulance to Sutton.
They found the victim in his room
suffering from head injuries and he
was taken to Campus Health
Center.
He was released from there at 8
p.m. Monday and was taken by
some friends to the Veteran's
Hospital.
Campus Safety said the possibility that foul play was responsible for
the injuries was still being investigated.
Campus Safety has sent several
items to the crime lab including a
baseball bat, a drawer, and a chair.
They also said they took several
fingerprints and footprints from the
injured man's room.

Janet Winter
Freshman-Undeclared
No. If any one of us would have
done it we'd still be in jail. By Nixon
being pardoned, Sirica probably felt
the others should be treated accordingly.

Hayes Breakfasts with Gov. Evans
AS President Pat Hayes continued his push to have a student
appointed to the EWSC Board of
Trustees at a breakfast in Olympia
with Washington State Gov. Dan
Evans and student leaders from
other Washington colleges Saturday.
At the breakfast the governor
expressed interest in having
students appointed members of
boards of trustees, according to
Hayes.
Evans asked the Council of Student Body Presidents to submit
proposals to his administrative
assistant, Hayes said.
The proposals should cover such
areas as length of term for a student member, qualificatiOJ'ls,
removal procedures and specific
nominations, Hayes related in an interview Tuesday morning.
Services and Activities Fees
The question .of what constitutes
student services and activities was
also discussed at the breakfast.

Some of the student leaders
complained student money should
not be spent on departmental activities such as music programs, art
projects and debate, Hayes said.
Bonds, such as the ones funding
the remodeling of Walter Isle
Memorial Bldg, which are paid for
by student activities and services
money, are, "abusive spending of
student money." Hayes said.
The president of Washington
State University student body, Paul
Casey, asked the State Attorney
General for a definition of what is
and is not student money, according
to Hayes.
Meeting Saturday
Hayes said he will continue his
efforts at a meeting of the Association of Student Body Presidents in
Pullman, Wash. this Saturday.
The group will discuss having student members on boards, tuition increases, services and activities
fees, collective bargaining and beer
on campus.

Assault Charged
Charges of third degree assault
have been filed against Stanley
Milner following an alleged incident
involving two females Jan. 4.
According to a Campus Safety
report, the two girls were in their
· Pearce Hall room when a man
entered through the open door.
-The man allegedly grabbed one
of the girls around the waist.
When the other girl asked the
man to leave her friend alone, he is
said to have replied negatively.
Milner was picked up by Campus
Safety in the Pearce Hall lounge.
According to Campus Safety Officer
Lloyd Jones he appeared very intoxicated at the time of his arrest.
Milner was taken to the campus
Safety Office on a complaint of
assault and when he refused to give
any identification the Cheney Police
were called in, according to Campus
Safety.
He was finally taken to the
Cheney Police headquarters for
further investigation and charged
with third degree assault. He was
later released on his own
recognizance.
His trial has been set for Jan. 16
in Cheney,

Shuck writes Hayes
President Emerson Shuck, in a
letter to Hayes reassured him there,
"have been sincere and continuous
efforts here at Eastern to work
openly and cooperatively with
students, with perhaps the most
significant example being the inclusion of the Associated Students
president in discussions of my Ad-

,.

ministrative Advisory Group."
Shuck also reminded Hayes,
"that ultimately the responsibility of
the Board for all matters in the
College is focussed through delegation to the office of the College
president. My efforts and actions
must always keep that in mind, and
I hope you will understand th~
necessity."

SUBOC Wants Pete Back

The Student Union Board of Control (SUBOC) last week petitioned
the Director of the Physical Plant,
Charles R. Depoe to reconsider the
transfer of the PUB's lead custodian Leroy "Pete" Petrick to the
campus science building.
SUBOC · contended when the
Physical plant took responsibility for
PUB maintenance, Business
Manager Russ Hartman promised
no personnel would be transferred
without pri'br consultation and
agreement with the PUB manager.
They also claimed Petrick's varied
talents were economically
beneficial to the PUB's operation.
Defending his decision, Depoe
said all campus custodial leads have
Car Wreck
been reassigned.
"The stated purpose of the cross
Slick streets were responsible for
a four-car collision at the intersec- training program is flexibility,"
tion of Elm and Washington Sts., Depoe said. "It is hoped that the
custodial staff will learn more about
Jan. 7.
No one was injured, but the roads a broader segment of the campus."
Depoe added two of the nine
had to be closed until they were
custodial
supervisors are due to
sanded.
Several people found out that retire and two of the reassigned
returning from Christmas vacation custodial leads will be chosen to fill
can be mor·e of a drag than usual the supervisory slots.
SUBOC Chairman , Dennis
because some of their possession
Brandt, and PUB business manager
have wound up missing.
A bike, valued at $125, was Curt Huff asked their arguments for
taken from the lobby of Pearce Hall Pete's exemption from transfer and
where it was chained to the hand other statements be used as
rail according to the Campus Safety recommendations.
Maintenance Cost Comparison
report.
Director of Viking Union Building
Another bike was taken from
Louise Anderson Hall. The $80 bike (VUB), Jack Smith at WWSC ,
supplied SUBOC with the informawas chained to a radiator.
A $400 tape recorder was tion needed for comparison of PUB
removed from a student's room in and VUB maintenance costs.
In comparison of expenditures in
Pearce Hall. No means of forced encustodial services, (specifically intry was detected.
A stereo and cl0ek-radio, valued cluding full and part-time services,
at $195, were missing from a room supplies and ·benefits the PUB
e~penditures totaled $46,470 as
in Dressler Hall.
Students were not the only ones compared to the VUB's $61,700.
Other comparisons were made,
to lose their possessions. The Atkinson & Lear Construction Co. lost a showing VUB building maintenance
$45 Skil saw during Christmas at $9, 175 and the PUB's at $1 3,break. They were working on the 000.
Electricity, fuel , water, and
back of the Science building.

Student Assaulted In Sutton Hall

Athel Wise, . Cheney Police
Department laison officer said
Wednesday, "He was assaulted."
Reel's injuries were incurred
sometime between 7:30 a.m. and
10:30 a.m. Monday.

\.

Mark Troyer
Freshman-Psy., Soc.
Yes. They deserved to spend
some time, but were manipulated
by people above them like
Erlichman, Haldeman, Mitchell and

Nixon. They (Dean, Magruder,
Kalambach) were involved in covert
acts, which in comparison to the
others, deserve about one-tenth the
time.

For Student BOT Member

Crime Check

A Sutton Hall resident, David
Reel, was admitted to the Veteran's
Hospital as a result of injuries he
suffered Monday.

help out much. Also he sold an ambassadorship which is quite serious.
He didn't pay his dues for that.

sewers cost the VUB $20,675,
while Pence Union pays · nothing.
Total cost comparisons are VUB:
$91 ,550 and PUB: $59,470.
In other matters SUBOC took
there actions:
- Declared re-combination of
PUB locks will be completed in two
weeks.
- Chose styrofoam for the new
PUB signs because of cost savings
and durability.
- Tabled discussion on Key
Issuance Policy.

•Reefer Madness'
The movie "Reefer
Madness", originally
scheduled for last week, will
he shown today at 3 and 7:30
p.m. in the PUB multi-purpose
room.
This single feature will
carry an admission price of 50
cents.

Student Film Contest
The third Washington State Student Film Contest will accept entries until April 1.
Films submitted must be either
'Super 8', silent or sound, and
'regular 8', silent or sound'. Trophies
and awards will be given in four
categories, grades K-6, 7-9, 10-12,
and college.
Screening of the winners will be
held at the Sea ttle Center, May 3 in
Seattle, Wash.
Those who· want more information should contact Dr. William D.
Schmidt, audiovisual division ,
Bouillon Library, CWSC, Ellensburg,
Wash. 98926 or ca ll (509) 9631842.
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Ethnic Minority Fund

New Bill Passed

The court case challenging the
Breidenbach replied there were
constitutionality of the Ethnic some "minor wording problems,"
Minority Cultural Fund Bill has been and "weak phrasing" but this did
cancelled due to the passage of a not detract from the intentions of
new bill by a one vote margin. The the bill.
new bill passed 4-2 with one
Advantages of Court Action
abstention.
·
Speaker Gary Nisker, offering his
The major change calls for each
opinion,
said if the case were
minority to set up a, "cultural committee whose duty it shall be to pre- followed through in court, valuable
sent a budget request to the AS information concerning the bill
Legislature." The old bill allowed for would arise.
Breidenbach then pointed out to
the minority groups to spend the
the
Legislature arid minorities in the
allocated funds at fheir own
gallery,
that Nisker was the only
"discretion."
person who voted "no" on the
Time Element Cited
original bill.
Even though time was cited as a
Superior Court Justic'e Pat
reason to push the bill through O'Donnell also pointed out advanwithout the usual referral to com- tages of the case going to court by
mittee, the legislators apparently saying the Student Welfare Comfailed to recognize wording in the mittee could use the opinion of the
new bill that calls for a delay of at court to "correct anything wrong."
least two weeks.
Minorities Represented
According to the new bill, the
Most of the minorities were
Cultural .Committee has to draw up
a budget to formally present to the represented in the gallery and
AS Legislature. If they do this at seemed to be in favor of passage of
next Monday's Legislature meeting the new bill. Most expressed disthe budget will then go to the pleasure with the Legislature in not
Finance Committee, and in one assuming more responsibility with
week will again come before the regard to the funds.
PUB Manager Curt Huff told The
Legislature for approval.
If the old bill would have been Easterner after the meeting, though
declared constitutional, the funds the bill was passed some of the
would be immediately available ac- minorities still didn't know what was
happening.
cording to the wording in that bill.
In an interview, a member of the
"Paternalistic Attitude"
Hawaiian Club indicated they (the
When the bill was introduced by Hawaiian Club) had already subDave Breidenbach, Vic Pestrin mitted three budgets to the
recommended it go to the Student Legislature all of which they were
told have been "lost."
Welfare Committee for review.
When winter quarter opened the
At this point, Legislator Harlan
Eagle Bear indicated displeasure at club was told the old bill was in
the "paternalistic attitudes" with jeopardy and funds were frozen
regard to minorities. He said other pending action in the courts.
The Hawaiian Club member ingroups have "uniqueness" also.
Pestrin replied the AS Constitu- dicated to The Easterner money has
tion should be upheld. He said by been promised yet hasn't been
acting "hastily" and "off the cuff" ·received. The member said, "We
legislators had already put a bill into don't know why this is happening."
effect which was "unconstitutional"·
When the voting took place,
(the old Minority Bill).
Breidenbach, Curt Schnell, Roger
Pestrin said if sent to committee Sanden, and Eagle Bear voted yes,
the new bill would come out next while Pestrin and Nisker voted no.
Monday and passage would insure Bob Saling abstained.
fund s dispensed with detailed
budgets.

STUDENTS APPEAR BEFORE THE AS LEGISLATURE to express their views on the handling of the Ethnic
Minority Cultural Fund at Monday's ·meeting. (PHOTO: Jeff Lorello)

Eagle Bear Discusses Attendance
As a result of a published record
of legislative attendance last week,
The Easterner, Friday, interviewed
Harlan Eagle Bear about his attendance at Legislature meetings.
Last fall, before the primary election, Eagle Bear was quoted as
saying, "Eastern would be a lot
better if we had strong representatives." Yet his record of attendance for six meetings last quarter
was four absent and two presentthe poorest on the Legislature.
When questioned about his
numerous abser:1ses, Eagle Bear

quickly replied "illness," and said,
"Even though I missed a few
meetings, I personally thought I did
a good job."
"I feel confident in doing the best
job possible. My record is good. I try
to do the best possible job to please
everyone."
Possibility of Removal
Though a bill, effective Jan. 1,
1975, was not pointed out to Eagle
Bear, he apparently was aware of it
and was present at . Monday's
Legislature meeting.
The Bill, 74-75/166, states

"Legislators not attending three (3)
meetings in the cowse of one
auarter for other than reasons of
health or dire necessity shall be
considred in dereliction of duty.
The bill also reads, "If, in the opinion of the Legislature, an individual
legislator is not fulfilling the above
stated duties and requirements, the
offe nding legislator shall be
removed from office under the
powers invested in the Legislature."
The bill also says an individual
legislator must provide an affidavit
stating the reasons for his or her
absence.

ATTENTION!

The Easterner will rurii a page of high quality

.-

photographs sometime this quarter. Submit
pictures now on subjects pertir.iant to this

•

newspaper's rieadersh i p.
A 11 photos become property of the Easterner and
may be sent to: The Easterner

Room 119

PUB

....

CURT HUFF, PUB BUSINESS MANAGER, addressed the AS Legislature on
the Magic Bus issue at the regular.legislative session Monday. (Photo: Jeff
Lorello)
, ..
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Planning for the ·Future

By Glen 0. Fu1elsby
(Ed. note: Fugelsby is the Chairperson of the Department of Industrial
Education and Technology. He is
also Chairperson of the EWSC
Bicentennial Coordinating Council.)
We have been labeled the
affluent society, characterized by
phrases such as: more is better; the
throw-away society; bigger is better;
replace, not repair; use more to
reduce the cost.
This has come about quite
logically and is summarized by
Harold G. Shane as "twenty years
of increasing affluence in the U.S.
has entrenched our appetite for
more material gain for !TIOre people.
We have moved from wistfully
lon1in1 for better living in the
1930's to hopin1 for a better quality
of life in the late 1940's to expecting greater material gains in the
1950's and to demandin1 them
since the mid 1960's" We have
come to accept change, itself, as
one of the few stable elements in
our society.
Collision Course
At this point in time, it seems evident that we are on a collision
course- we must consider the
cross-impact of our demands as
they relate to the survival of
humankind. It becomes clear, then,
that we are obligated to plan more
carefully for the future.
The massive effort that vaulted
us into the present must be
redirected as we make the transition fo a post-affluent era. We will
need to clarify our values and
reassess our goals as we plan for
the future. Effective planning for
the future demands citizen action
and inwolvement. . For such involvement there needs to a common
focus.
The Bicentennial Era with its
three identified themes- the
heritage, the festival, and the
horizon offers a common focus for
us as a nation, a state, a community
and each element that makes up a
community.
The Heritage- July 4, 1976
will close the second century
of this nation's existence. We
are now urged to recall these
first 200 years of growth and
development. We have
progressed from the time of
a 4-week Atlantic crossing to
a 3-day voyage to the moon.
We have faced countless
.

problems and have continued
to function and grow under
our established Constitution
longer than any other contemporary nation. This
heritage of action, of change,
of willingness to change, will
carry America forward to its
third century.
The Festival- This theme is
focused on people, the sights
and sounds of people, the
multiplicity of their ideas,
their expressions, their interests which best convey
the diversity of our culture,
the warmth of our hospitality,
the vitality of our society, the
tradition upon which we draw
and the traditions we
created.
The Horizon- This is a time
for looking forward, for
defining and dedicating
ourselves to our common
purposes, for planning for the
third century. This is a gree;tt
challange facing every
American.
Alternative Futures
To contemplate the past and to
celebrate the present seem to be
the easy assignments. To attempt
to consider the cross-impact of
alternative futures before they are
translated into action is a real
challenge.
Difficult as it may seem, education, as an integral part of every
community, must address itself to
the future. It has been accused, and
maybe rightly so, of being basically
a " reflector of society." Now, we
have an obligation to place
emphasis upon the future, to take a
leadership role.
It is relatively easy to proclaim
that something needs to be done.
To translate that proclamation into
action becomes the real hurdle. We
must, however difficult the task,
proceed. There are ~ome initital actions that each of us can take immediately.
In the first place, all educators
must "heighten their future consciousness." Any significant acc om p Ii sh men t demands a
deliberate, disciplined approach and
to become more future oriented is
no exception.
Maybe the initial approach would
be to more fully utilize our five
senses- seeing, hearing, smelling,
feeling, and tasting. It will take all of

.
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,
CHICKEN DINNER

99c
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FISH AND CHIPS

79c

BABY BURGER

35c

Catsup i'lnd pickle

FREE PRESCHOOL ROOTB EER
TO CHILDREN UNDER 5
CONEY, DOGS _______ .. __ . _..... _. __ ... _. . 29c

CHENET

these to develop a base upon which
future alternatives will be selected.
It then becomes our responsibili·
ty to "heighten the future consciousness" of our students. This
needs to be an integral part of each
of our classes. Each discipline has a
past, it is a part of the present, and,
if it is of value, it will have future
significance. As teachers, we
recognize the value of our disciplines, but it is easy to become so
involved in the subject itself, that
we fail to point out its role in the
future. It is also easier and less
painful to hold to the past, teach for
the immediate present, and to ignore the future. We must face it,
however, because the need to plan
for the future will not go away.
De-marketing campai1n
It may be that many of the attitudes that have been developed
have been the result of a successful
marketing program. Maybe now is
the time for education to put on a
"de-marketing" campaign. For
example, there is growing concern
regarding the environment and our
natural resources.
Educators could demarket attitudes such as: more is better; the
throw-away society; bigger is better;
replace, not repair; use more to
reduce the cost. In the process, we
could encourage the attitude to
"live better with less." The
emphasis here is on "better" and
"less."
This is not an impossibility and if
we do not act soon we will be forced
to live with less. There is something
to be said for acting before we must
re-act.
On the other hand, it may be that
now is the time to utilize marketing
techniques. For example, education,
particularly higher education has
been demarketed. It is agreed that
the level of · educat ional ac complishments may not be the
same for all, but to discourage
educational pursuits is certainly a
disservice to humankind . A
marketing technique may be
necessary to counteract this attitude.
Plan for the Future
We cannot change the past, but
we can learn from it. We cannot do
much about the present except
react to the consequences of our
past actions. We must, however,
learn from our experiences and plan
for the futu re. We must identify
possible future alternatives, conceptualize the consequences of
them, select the most desirable,
and strive for their implementation.
We need to place emphasis upon
action, rather than devote our
energies to re-action.

INSTRUCTOR BRUCE MCDAVIS and advisor Teruo Chinen give a Karate
demonstration in Streeter-Morrison multi-purpose room Thursday. The
EWSC Karate Club meets at the Campus School gym Monday and
Wednesday 6-8 p.m. and Thursday 5:30·7 p.m. (PHOTO: Don McIntyre)

Dorm Court Delayed

Activation of the Residence Hall tablish ment of the Residence Ha11•
Court received a setback from the Court. O'Donnell is also asking for
legislature Monday with the referral fu nds from the legislature to pay for
this work by the clerk.
of three bills to committee.
Ba iliff s would be used as
Pat O'Donnell, chief justice of the
messengers
and in helping to mainAS Superior Court, said he had
hoped the court would be in opera- tain proper decorum in the court.
The court is being revived due to
tion by Jan. 20. He said the court
an
agreement reached by O'Donnell
will not be able to operate until
and
student disciplinary officer Al
persons needed by the court can
Ogdon.
be hired.
O'Donnell said as soon as he feels
The three bills are all concerned
with providing various persons the court can properly and fairly
O'Donnell feels are needed for the hear cases he will recommend to
Ogdon that it be used.
proper operation of the court.
It will become active when Ogdon
New Jobs Created
gives his approval.
They ask for the establishment of
O'Donnell said the Residence
an AS Board of Counsels, for the Hall Court was allowed to die in the
right to hire bailiffs for the AS winter of 1972 because of general
Superior Court, and the right to hire apathy.
an AS Superior Court Clerk.
Student disciplinary problems
The Board of Counsels would were handled after that by the
consist of five members who would college disciplinary officer, Al
help counsel or possibly handle the Ogdon.
defense for students charged with
O'Donnell said when the court is
misconduct.
reinstated Ogdon will strongly
The AS Superior Court clerk recommend disciplinary cases
would be utilized to handle the arising ou t of the dorms be taken to
paper work resulting from the es- it rather than to him.
Court Powers
The Residence Hall Cou rt will be
empowered to handle all minor
THE NEWSSTAND IS STILL THERE
violations of the Student Code of
Serving Cheney's Convenience Store Needs for 20 Years.
Conduct and inst itu te various
At Lowest Possible Prices. 8 a.m.-10 p.m. daily (6p.m.-Sat.)
penalties for offenses.
235.4101
420 1st.
These penalties include ad monitions. warnings, censure, disciplinary probation, the awarding of
restitution, and fines up to $50.
The court will not have the power
to handle major crimes such as ra pe
or other crimes which could lead to
the suspension or expulsion of any
student involved.
The court will also handle only
cases in some way related to the
residence halls. Other cases will go
directly to the AS Superior Court.
Court Composition
The Residence Hall Court will
consist of seven justices. Six of
them will be chosen from the six
different dorms by their dorm
presidents. The seventh will be
chosen in a meeting of all the dorm
presidents and will be designated
the Chief Justice.

DON'T SWEAR- COMPARE

3 pieces, fries; cole slaw
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Minerals Study
Gets $24,000
Eastern Washington State
College has received a $24,802
grant for a research project in
minerals availability in Southeast
Asia, Dr. Ernest H. Gilmour, EWSC
professor of geology, said.
The funds are from the Bureau of
Mines of the U.S. Department of the
Interior.
Data will be compiled by EWSC
on strategic mineral deposits accor·
ding to specifications defined by the
U.S. Bureau of Mines for Burma, In·
d~nesia, Malaysia and the Philip·
pines.
Commodities data that will be
recorded on computer punch cards
over a IO-month period are
aluminum, chrome, tin, iron and
tungsten.
The project will be coordinated by
personnel of the U.S. Bureau of
Mines. Coinvestigators are Dr.
Gilmour, the· project director, and
Dr. Erik H. Erikson Jr., EWSC assis·
tant professor of geology.
"Most of the grant funds will be
used to support four EWSC
graduate students in geology who
will be additional investigators," Dr.
Gilmour said.
Scope of the work will be a library
search for information sources
available to the investigators and is
being conducted through July 31. It
includes data sources both in and
out of EWSC.
..
The investigators will utilize a
growing collection of mining and
geological literature at EWSC as
well as technical libraries available
at other institutions. Through an established network of interlibrary
exchange, publications from many
other libraries are also available for
loan.
Data that is being collected in·
eludes precise geographical

locations, geology of regions, structure of deposits, nature of deposits,
nature of minerals present, production, mining system, current activity
status, and an estimate of ore and
mineral reserves.
Once the data are collected, the
information will be delivered to the
U.S. Bureau of Mines for inclusion in
their data bank. A duplicate file will
be maintained at EWSC.
,
Dr. Gilmour has been an explora·
tion and mine geologist with Comin·
co, Inc., a coal geologist for the U.S.
government and the State of Mon·
tana, and a stratigrapher and
exploration geologist for Vanguard
Exploration Co.
During 1974 he spent three
months in the Soviet Union as a
visiting scientist at the National
Academy of Sciences, doing
research and giving lectures in the
Russian language.
Dr. Erickson's interest center on
the commodities specified in the
grant. He has been an assistant
geologist and consulting geologist
with Bear Creek Mining Co., has·
taught mineral resources at the
college level and is professionally
expert in plutonic rocks and
associated ore deposits, including
stratiform copper and porphyry
copper deposits of the
northwestern U.S. including Alaska.
Future plans include a continued
review and update on mineral
deposits with support of the U.S.
Bureau of Mines. Approximately
eight months after the initiation of
this project a compilation project
based on needs of the U.S. Bureau
of Mines, perhaps covering other
areas and nations or other com·
modities or mineral deposits, will be
proposed.

MYSTERIOUS SNOW FORMATIONS appearing on campus behind the Campus School were the creations of
Prof. Chris Sublett and his Art class. (PHOTO: Rich Roddy)

Dr. Costigan Warns

Civil Liberties Are In Jeopardy
People tolerate the CIA because
they are apathetic according to Dr.
Giovanni Costigan, a University of
Washington history professor, who
spoke in Showalter auditorium
Tuesday.
"When people find out, they don't

care," he said. Books have been
written on the activities of the CIA,
but, "We're not interested for the
most part, and those who control
our lives don't want us to be."
Dr. Costigan, who has been a
member of the U. of W. faculty

· Intern Program Gets Boost
With the convening of the 44th
Legislative session Monday, four
EWSC students began their terms
as legislative interns in Olympia.
Participating in the program are
Frank J. Davis, Spokane, who has a
dual assignment with Gordon San·
dison, D · Port Angeles, and Robert
C. Baily, D · South Bend; Debbie K.
Kingsly, Cheney, who has been
ass igned to. Ruthe Ridder, D·
Spokane; Paul R. Scroggie, Sprague,
wh o will work with Sam C. Guess, R·
Spokane; and Alan Schmelzer who
will work with Rep. Joseph Haussler,
D·Omak.
A $300 stipend offered by
Eastern 's Admini stration made it
possible for the students to par·
ticipate in the program, after the
state withdrew its financial support
earlier this year.
Prof. George A. Durrie, assistant
professor of political science and
program coordinator, explained this
action was a result of the initiation
of the Fair Labor Standards Act last
spring.
He sa id the legislature felt the in·
terns might be subject to the new
minimum wage law which would
have forced an increase in program
funding to an estimated three or
fou r tim es last yea rs amount.
Hence, the funding was eliminated

ar,d the program was redefined as
wholly voluntary.
Durrie said the $300 stipend
made it possible for the program to
continue at the level it has in the
past. He stresses the fact that this
stipend is only an interim measure
and does not obligate the institution
for further support.
"All indications are the
professional staff of the internship
program in Olympia is trying to get
a waiver from the Labor Department on the program." Durrie said.
Should this occur, the program funding could be reinstated.
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FBI Celebrates
(EARTH NEWS) The Federal
Bureau of Investigation is planning
to celebrate the nation's bicentennial in its own peculiar way. The FBI
already has established a special
"bicentennial unit" here to investigate possible acts of political
terrori sm aimed at the nation's
200th birthday celebration.

The four students will be involved
in various activities such as
research for proposed l,egislation,
press relations and other staff func·
tions.
"We have been very pleased with
the results of the program," Durrie
said, "some students have stayed
on as staff assistants on legislative
committees, others received ap·
pointments from the executive
branch, still others have found
employment in federal public ser·
vice agencies as a result of their
participation in the internship
program."

since 1934, gave a brief history of
the Bill of Rights and the work of
the American Civil Liberties Union.
He ·said despite the fact a Bill of
Rights does exist, civil liberties are
often threatened and have been
throughout history. Some examples
he gave included the Scopes Trial,
which involved the teaching of the
theory of evolution; the trial of the
Scottsburg 8, which was the first
case involving racial prejudice; and
the McCarthyism of the 1950's,
Costigan termed, "by far the worst
period."
During this time, Costigan said,
"If anyone dared to say we must
learn to live together in the world, or
to co-exist, he was immediately
branded a traitor."
Costigan said the future of civil
liberties is gloomy indeed. He con·
eluded his talk by saying if the Bill of
Rights was put up for a vote before
the American people, it would
probably be rejected.
Costigan is a native of England
and a graduate of Oxford University.
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From the Real World

A diamond is
forever

PARADIS
Rings from s 100 10 S 10 .000

Because of Its lasting
beauty and value, a diamond
ring is the perfect symbol of
love. And ... there Is no finer
diamond ring than a Keepsake.

The Justice Department recently
filed a petition ~ith the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC)
asking the FCC not grant a renewal
of license to KHQ.
The petition states that since
KHQ·TV, AM and FM are owned by
the Chronicle Corporation which in
turn is owned by the Cowles
organization who also owns the
Spokesman Review the ownership
constitutes a media monopoly.
The petition is the ninth of such .
actions initiated by the Justice
Department and is a result of the in·
famous "Carterville Study" by Harvard University's Graduate School
of Business Administration.
The study officially titled "The
Effects of ownership on Media Content and Influence" was commissioned by the National Association of Broadcasters.
"It was commissioned to paint
cross-ownership in a favorable light
but when the interviewers came to
Spokane, they found that it (cross
ownership in Spokane) stank," said
Sinclair Gearing, attorney for the
Justice Department.
Carterville is the pseudonym
used in the study to depict Spokane
and the Carter family in the real
world are the Cowles'.
The reason why little has been
printed about the story locally are
obvious. First, the Cowles organization media is not about to dwell on a
study that paints them in something
other than favorable light.
Secondly, they have done their
best to stifle local disclosure as

evidenced by an incident that
happened a couple of years ago.
Spokane Weekly
Spokane Weekly is a television
news program on KSPS which delt
with the status of the news media in
Spokane on a special broadcast.
The broadcast mentioned the
Carterville Study in relation to the
Cowles interests.
"It was made very clear to me
that my job was in jeopardy if I continued to mention Carterville,"
Karen Dorn, news director said.
Thirdly, only fifty copies of. the
report were printed. (Eastern is
lucky enough to have one in the
reference section of the Library.)
The study summarizes that there
is definitely some question as to the
value to the community of Cowles
ownership of several major media
outlets.
"In our opinion ," the study
states, "the Carter family media
combinations come close to
fulfilling the criteria set forth earlier
for common ownership detrimental
to the public interest."
The study also states that, "it is
equally clea r that given (the
Carters) great resources they do
not make as effective and responsible· use of their media as do their
competitors in informing the
public."
At this point, it is not clear
whether the Cowles organization
will be required to di vest
themselves of KHQ. There are eight
other cases before the FCC. Some

of them, such as in the newspapert e I e vision comb i nat i o n i n
Milwaukee, Wis., have been in litigation for a year and a half.
"As soon as there is a precedent,
we will be able to act much faster, "
Gearing said. "We expect some action within the next six months.'' he
said.
Even if the FCC finds against the
Cowles or the theory of Crossownership it is estimated they will
have somewhere from two to five
years to find and complete a deal
with a competant buyer.
For years, the milita ry has
privately predicted if this country
were attacked by an enemy, the
blow would not come from the much
publicized mushroom cloud but with
a cloud from a biological agent disseminator.
And the Navy set out to prove it
in the 1960's.
Two Navy men were sent out
from the Seabee's Port Heuneme,
Disaster Recovery Training School
North of Los Angeles in a 16 foot
aluminum outboard, dressed as
fishermen with a biological disseminator chugging out a harmless
"bug" resembling smoke from the
motor.
They "fished" within a couple of
hundred yards of military bases and
south to Los Angeles. No one

r

DOWNTOWN CHENEY
STORE COPY
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You don't know it, but the state
of the economy probably cost you a
job.
A huge food processing company
has been looking pretty hard at
some property west of Cheney for
construction of a potato processing
plan t.
Their thinking for development of
this plant so far away from growing
areas is the availability of a cheap
source of labor, (that's you) and the
proximity to rail and other transportation.
The project has been set aside,
at least temporarily, because of the
unpredictability of the economy.
Cheney was also under consideration because of the proposed
construction of a water pipe to
transport up to three million gallons
of water a day to the Cheney area
with outlets at the Spokane International Airpo rt, Fourlakes and
Medical lake. Which only goes to
prove the axiom (that I just made
up), "where water flows, industry
grows."

Faculty News Notes

Dr. John D. Massengale, head
football coach at Eastern, recently
had his book The Principles and
Problems of Coaching published by
Charles C. Thomas Publishers.
Massengal e, an ass ociate
professor, is completing another
book, Coaching the 4-3 Defense,
which will be published in the fall by
Prentice-Hall Publishing Co.
Dr. J.V. Krause, head basketball
coach at Eastern , will have his book
Mechanics of Human Movement
published by Mosby Publishers this

Smith Jewelers

challenged them or even took notice
of their presence.
The make believe attack resulted
in the total dessimation of human
population in most of Southern
California. Traces of the bug were
found in Nevada, on the eastern
sid·e of the Sierra Nevadas.

spring.
Krause, an associate professor,
is finishing an article for "Scholastic
Coach Magazine" on "A Transition
Offense versus Half-Court Trappling ,
Defenses."
The Easte rn er encou rages
members of the faculty to submit
informat i on concerning any
research, book and/or speaking
engagements that they are involved
ir,. Address all correspondence to
The Easterner Faculty News Notes,
PUB 119 or call 359-7873.

Cheney Dept. Store
415 1st St.
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WOMEN'S JEANS
DISPLAY
The 12-characte r (8-d igit mantissa. 2 si g ns , 2-d,g,t
expo nent) lig ht-emitting d io d e display 1s c learly
visib le from eit her h and -held or desk -top operation
The rea do u t sh ows all numera ls, floating decima l.
neg ative si g ns , calc ulation overfl o w and erro r
indi cati ons. Th e calc u lator wi ll display pos itive and
negative n u mb ers as large as 9.9999999 , 10''" and
as sm all as 1.0000000 10 ''" n ea rly a 200 decade
ra nge .
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POWER SOURCE

I N

An easy -to- use po rtab le replacemen t fo r th e c lassica l
s li de rule, 1he SR- 10 ca lc ul ato r co mes w it h a
protect ive carrying case o f qu ality vi ny l m ateri al..

KEYBOARD
The keyboard con~is ts of 10 d i gi t keys p l~s decima l
poin t and 12 fun ction keys. All keys are s ing le
f u nc1ion fo r simple pro b le m ent ry. In addi tion to t he
standard fo ur f u nctio ns o f addi tion, sub tracti o n,
multipli cat io n and d ivisi on , o ther SR -10 calcu lat io n
capabi lities inc lude reciproca ls (1 /x ). s qu ares (x' ).
sq uare root ( Vx ), c ha n ge si gn ( / - ), scien tifi c no t at ion
(EE ), auto m ati c conve rsion to scientific notat io n
w he n 8-digit m antissa overfl o w s, and mi xed
cr1lc ulation s. Data may be e ntered i n free form,
th at is floatin g point, sci entifi c no tatio n o r any
co mbin at io n o f the two .

SPECIFICATIONS

,--

1I-

Th e SR-10 e lect ro nic c alc u lator co ntains three
NiCad, fast-charge batteries (standard AA s ize) that
provide 4-6 ho u rs o f conti nuous use befo re
recha rg ing Is req uired . The AC Adapter/ Charger
(in c luded) w i ll recharge the batteries from
no rmal ho use cu rren t in about 3 hours.
Th e SR-10 calculator automa tically t urns of f the
display, excep t fo r th e character in th e far r ight digi t
positi on of t he man1issa, approxim ately 15 to 60
secon d s afte r th e last key is pressed. Thi s standby
mode conserves battery power during non -use. The
results o f th e last calcu lat ion w ill be res1ored to
the d isplay undisturbed if the • key is pressed.
To br ing back an en try or pa rt ial e ntry fo r viewin g ,
press the d ecimal p oin t key.

Readout: Texas.Instruments manufactured 1 O-dig 1t,
2 sign, light-emitting diode display
Electronlca : Texas Instruments manulactured MOS/ LSI
calculat or-on-a-chip integrated circuit and other

solid-state components.
sign o n display Indicates positive
calc ulation overflow . Division by zero causes positive
calculation overflow . E Indicates negative calculation
overflow.

Overflow: [

l

.·,

Negative Sign: Mi nus sign appears on display to indicate

true value - negative or positive
Power Source : Three replaceable NiCad batteries (AA size)

that can be rec harged hundreds of times are provided.
AC Adapter/Charger input 11 5 volts/ 60 Hz or 220 volts/SO Hz.
UL and CSA listed.
Size : 6 .3" x 3. 1" x .75" to 1.5"
Included : Calculator, adapter/charger, carrying case and
owner's manual
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Test Your Drug Knowledge
This1s a drug kno~ledge test provided by the Do It Now Foundation. The
test has two purposes.
First, it is a general knowledge test covering a widely diversified area to
effectively judge the extent of knowledge about frequently used chemicals.
The second purpose is as a survival test. To get along in a chemically
oriented society it is mandatory to know all about what is put voluntariry or
involuntarily into the body.
The answers to the test will appear in next week's The Eastemer.

AN EASTERN STUDENT enters the EWSC vs. Western Washington Basket·
ball game here Monday night on a canned food donation. The food
donations will be sent to the Antonian School for Special Children in an
attempt to off-set a cut in public assistance funding. (PHOTO: Scott Schell)

Canned Food Drive
Helps Antonian School
A cut in public assistance funding
of approximately 25 per cent per
child was the reason given by Sister
Antonia of the Antonian school, for
a food drive being held at Eastern
this week.
· The food drive, which will end
tomorrow, will help feed nearly 35
children, ages 5 to 18 who are
enrolled at the Antonian School,
many of whom are on public
assistance. It will also help provide

Women Earn Less
(EARTH NEWS) It may come as
no surprise, but a new study comparing women and men who hold
doctoral degrees has found that
even the best-educated women in
our society still earn less money
than their male counterparts.
The study, sponsored by the
Graduate Records Examination
Board, found that male Ph.D.'s
receive an average salary of $18,700 five years after earning their
degrees, while women earn an
average of only $16,400.
In addition, a greater percentage
of male doctorates are hired by
business (wh ere salaries are
generally higher) while most women
are hired by educational institutions
(wh ere sa laries are generally
lower.)
The study concludes that, despite
recent moves toward affirmative
action, women today are still "less
likely to receive the rewards which
their male colleagues enjoy."

meals for about 15 volunteers who
eat some of their meals at the
school.
Sister Antonia, who is in charge
of the school , expressed her
gratitude to Eastern, "It is beautiful
of you people to do this. We are
grateful for Eastern's assistance,
especially at this time when food
prices have gone up."
The foods needed most, according to the school's business
manager, are flour and rice, canned
milk, tomato sauce, tomato paste,
whole tomatoes, jam, syrup and
fresh vegetables. He added,
however, nothing will go to waste
and everything will be appreciated.
He also said that home canned
foods , which they sometimes
receive, have to be watched very
carefully for spoilage. "We have to
set the same standards as the
public schools," he said. "The school
is continually inspected and the inspectors will frown on home canned
food, especially vegetables. But,
home canned jams are all right."
A can of food was the price of ad·
mission to the basketball game
between EWSC and Western
Washington, Monday. It was also
adm ission to the coffeehouse
Tuesday. Donations can be made in
the A. S. office on the third floor of
the PUB.
The Antonian school is located
about one mile north of Cheney.
Many Eastern students do volunteer
work there with children who have
behavioral or emotional problems.

Cheney DayCare Center

adulterants seldom if ever present.
This statement actually is
a. true
b. false
13) Tryptamine is the base of
a. MDA
b. STP
c. DMT
14) Of the following substances
Which is the best emergency treatment for a heroin OD?
a. NARCAM
b. Saline solution (salt water)
C. Milk
15) Which of these has the
greatest overdose potential when
mixed with alcohol?
a. PCP (phencyclidine)
b. methaqualone
c. barbituarates
16) Which of these is not
sometimes a side effect of snorting
(sniffing) or shooting cocaine?
a. nosebleeds
b. death from anesthetizing
the heart
c. deviated septum
d. anemia
17) Which of these is not
sometimes a side effect of using a
dirty needle?
a. Hepatitis
b. dysentery
c. subacute bacterial endocarditis
18) MDA as a synthetic chemical
powder, is
a. an amphetamine related
psychedelic
b. a tryptamine based
hallucinogen
c. a bufotenin like substance
19) The substance which has
been traditionally used in many
American Indian religious
ceremonies is known as
a. bhang
b. mescaline
c. peyote
20) If you were going on a diet,
you would need to know that alcohol
contains approximately how many
calories per ounce (not including
mixer)?
a. 25
b. 200

c. 75
21) Nobody in recorded history

has ever died from smoking
marijuana or hashish, making it
statistically a safe drug if one considers the mortality rate of other
substances such as aspirin, and
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1) Of the following vaporous substances, which is the most potentially harmful?
a. Nitrous oxide
b. Glue (containing Toluene)
c. Paint
2) As everyone knows, smoking
tobacco is linked very strongly to
many heart and respiratory
problems. Complicating these is the
fact that all cigarettes, because
they burn so hot, cause some
degree of carbon monoxide
poisoning in the body. Is this entire
statement
a. true
b. false
3) Which of these has the least
potential for causing destruction of
the stomach lining?
a. aspirin
b. alcohol
c. tranquilizers
4) Withdrawal pains cannot occur
on
a. opiates
b. psychedlic agents
c. sedatives
5) Of the following substances,
which does science almost unanimously agree upon as causing
the greatest number of birth
defects?
a. LSD
b. Marijuana, including hashish
c. Alcohol
6) Most THC (tetrahydro
canabinol) sold on the streets, with
few exceptions anywhere, contains
a. low-grade LSD
b. an animal tranquilizer
c. synthetic marijuana
7) Which of these is the least
common adulterant out of all normally found in street cocaine?
a. Procaine (novacaine)
b. Amphetamine and
methamphetamine
c. Lidocaine
8) Say someone you know has
overdosed on a downer, either a
barbiturate or methaqualone. The
best emergency help you can give is
which of the following?
a. injection of amphetamine, if
available
b. artificial respiration
9) Which of these is not a side
effect of using a lot of speed?
a. paranoia
b. high blood pressure
c. feelings of love and peace
10) In the histo~ of Western
cultural usage of each of these
three substances, which has been
found to be most frequently
adulterated by poisonous substances?
a. LSD
b. hashish
c. beer
11 ) Of the following, the easiest
family of drugs to overdose on is
a. the amphetamines
b. the barbiturates
c. the hallucinogens
12) Hash oil is common ly
thought to be a concentrated
derivative of hashish, suspended in
an ehtyl alcohol solution, with

various
non-pres ription
medications. What is the~ne factor,
however, that might ca se death
from the use of marijua a?
a. grinding it in o a fine
powder and sniffing
b. boiling it and in ecting the
resin
c. eating four to se en pounds
freshly boiled with butte and salt
22) The drug that originally
helped keep German an Japanese
soldiers in an alert and resumably
killing mood, is known t ay as
a. amyl nitrate
b. secobarbital
c. methamphetamihe
23) It is becoming better known
that the vast majority ot .mescaline
sold in the Western wdrld is completely misrepresented. Which of
the following street p ychedelics,
according to analysis da a, is nearly
always what it is sold s?
a. psilocybin and silocin
b. LSD
c. MDA
24) STP (DOM) w s originally
developed as a
a. commercial dru for use in
small doses for epileps
b. therapy for spe Ifie types of
mental illness
c. secret military eapon
25) The substance ontained in
Morning Glory seeds an best be
described as
a. a narcotic-hallfiinogen
b. Lysergic acid a ide
c. a random sychotropic
analog
26) The more paten form of the
marijuana plant is
a. hashish
b. kief (kif)
c. ganja
27) Which of thes looks and
smel}s most like mar juana when
burning?
a. catnip
b. oregano
c. green tea
28) Which of thes causes immediate death if injec ed?
a. flat beer
b. gasoline
c. pyridoxine
29) Psilocybin, in its organic
state, is a derivative , f
a. the laborator~
b. peyote cactus
c. certain mushr om families
30) Of all the dru s abused by
man in the Wester world, the
single chemical whic causes the
largest number of dea~hs is alcohol.
Occupying the numb~r two spot in
direct and related de ~ths is
a. heroin
b. tobacco
c. barbiturate, sedative and
methaqualone drugs.

CALL 235-4353
Corner Second & C, Cheney
Hours 7 a.m.- 6 p.m. W11kd1 1

Cheney Dept. Store
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Dr. Gazette Attends AIAW

Dr. Pem Gazette, Director of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women

By Scott Schell
Sports Editor
The National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(AIAW) met recently in Houston,
Texas, discussing, among other
things, the future of national championships for women when they
were met by a surprise from the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association which was meeting in
Washington, D.C.
The NCAA decided it was going
to hold national championships for
women.
Dr. Peggy Gazette, Chairpersc
for the Women's Physical Educatic ·
Program and Director of the lnte
collegiate Athletics for Women ,
Eastern, attended that conferenc
as representative of EWSC'
women's athletics, members of the
AIAW.
"The NCAA decision threw the
conference off," Gazette said. "We
were shocked at their decision."
The NCAA had male representatives at the AIAW convention.
They sent another representative
from Washington to tell the AIAW
of their decision.
The result was disastrous for the
NCAA. All the women representing
NCAA affiliated schools, called their
respective Presidents and Athletic
Directors in protest, renouncing the
so-called "power play'' made by the
NCAA.
The AIAW made an official statement charging the NCAA with
athletic piracy. The AIAW con sidered the NCAA attempt as an ef·
fort by a "men's orj?anization" to

with this coupon:

BOWL
2GAMES,
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PLAY l HOUR
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pay for ~ hour

thwart the efforts of the AIAW, the
recognized Intercollegiate governing body for women's athletics.
"Most of us felt that the NCAA
executive board made this decision
and not the college members
themselves," Dr. Gazette said. "I'm
sure they thought they were doing a
good thing. They were probably under a great amount of pressure."
As a result of the women's reac·
tion across the country, the NCAA
withdrew their decision. The AIAW
1will continue to hold national championships for women as in the past.
and Eastern Washington has been
included as a potential site for
national championships, Gazette
said.
''Many students will remember
the first AIAW National Championships held here in the spring of
1971," Gazette said. " Eastern has
become popular as a site for future
national championships because of
our new facilities."
From attending the conference,
Gazette found Eastern is far in ad·
vance of many colleges and universities in women's sports. "I have to
commend Eastern's athletic policy
concerning women 's athletics,"
Gazette said. "Five or six years ago
Dr. Jack Leighton saw that this
growth would occur in women's
athletics. He pushed to see that
women's athletics -was included in
the athletic police at Eastern far in

advance of most colleges."
Dr. Leighton is chairman of the
Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation as well as
the chairman of the Men's Physical
Education Program.
Gazette also came away from
the con ference pleased with the
student and facuity support for
women's athletics at Eastern. She
said the attitudes concerning all
athletics here are healthy and
positive. "I'm interested in seeing '
the whole athletic program grow at
Eastern," she said.
Gazette came back With a
positive perspective of the AIAW
and Eastern's affiliation with that
govern ing body . "They ar.e a
fabulous group of women with
tremendous educational programs
for women across the country, " she
said. "That's first in any athletic
program."
Representatives from many
college organizations attended the
AIAW conference including the
National Association for Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) to which
Eastern belongs. Also attending was LANNY DAVIDSON manhandles WSU's Mike Matthews during their 177·
the National Junior College Athletic · pound wrestling match Tuesday night. Davidson won 9·0 to remain un·
Association (NJCAA), which is con- defeated for the season. (PHOTO: Jim Waggoner )
sidered the NCAA of junior colleges,
and the American Alliance of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation (AAHPER), which is the
Eastern's wrestling team taught
in the heavyweight division.
professional organization for
back
from
an
early
9-0
deficit
only
WSU's Mark Grindstaff beat Kirk
physical educators from which the
to
succumb
to
Washington
State,
Delong 7-5 in the 118 pound battle
AIAW is derived.
23-15, Tuesday night at the Field and Cougar Tom Goodwin pinned
House.
·
Dave Aikin at the 1:18 mark in the
Eagle winners included Rick third round.
Colwel l at 134 pounds , who
The tu rning point was a thi rd
defeated Jeff Lou man 8-1 ; Garry round pin by WSU's Bruce Lang
Stidman, at 142 pounds, beat Ron over ...Doug Duncan at 158 pounds in
Curry 9-2. Undefeated Tony Byrne a seesaw match. The pin gave the
Eastern Washington basketball team was selected " team of the week" crush ed Fred Mills 11 ·0 and Cougars a 15· 10 advantage which
by the Inland Empire Sports Writers and Broadcasters for their three Eastern 's 1974 NAIA All-American they maintained the rest of the
Lanny Davidson kept his perfect evening.
straight opening conference victories.
Coach Cu rt Byrnes leads his
Eastern will host the Western Regional Raquetball Singles Tournament record intact with a 9-0 decision
over
Mike
Matthews.
squad to Ellensburg Friday to tangle
Feb. 28- March 1-2, said tournament director Pat Whitehill. Any college
Byrne's is 5-0 for the year and with the defending NAIA champs,
student that is a member of the Raquetball Association can enter the tourDavidson, a sophomore, is 8-0. Central Washington, in a EVCO
nament.
Chuck Parker battled to a 7-7 draw biggie.
Intramural raquetball and handball deadline has been postponed until
Jan. 20 due to a lack of entries. Women 's intramural director April Street
said that an all out campaign will be made to get women to turn out for intramurals. A questionnaire may circulate in an attempt to find out why the
City 5. Runnerup in the three-on·
Two divisions of " serious"
women hesitate to participate.
basketball teams will head up this three ournament. Woof Pussy, will
Intramural director Brent Wooten said that any intramural basketball
year's 46-team intramural basket· also be aiming at the ournament
player that verbally assaults a referee in any way will get a technical. If a
ball tournament underway th is champ1onsh1p. Others to watch for
player pushes a referee, he will get a technical. Two technicals in a game
week, said Bernie Loeffers, student will be the Coastmen and L1 tie
means rejection of the player. If a player is rejected from two consecutive
Deuce Coupe.
intramural director.
games he is thrown out of tournament altogether. " No referee will take any
Referees of this year's baske ball
Loe f fers said the serious
personal crap this year," Wooten said.
games met with intramural director
divisions wor:i 't be a "blood and
Women's basketball team will compete in their first game against guts'' league as in football, but it Brent Wooten on Monday. Woo en
Flathead this Saturday at 1:00.
will include the superior teams com- explained a new "lead pipe rule"
that forbids any personal abuse
Joan Welch is alive and well in Deer Park, Washington. Who is Joan posed of ex-college and high school
toward any referee.
Welch you say? Joan sort of had a slight accident last spring in Richland, players.
"Ref erees wi ll take no personal
The
serious
teams
will
make
up
Wash. She fell 12,000 feet from an airplane and hit the ground doing apcrap
his yea r," Wooten explained.
14
of
the
46
teams
in
the
16
team
proximately 80 miles per hour when her chute failed to open. Joan has
"Any
verbal abuse direc ed a a
already been skiing this year after doctors had told her she would never double-el imination tournament,
walk again as she recovered from a broken back. She plans to ~eturn to Loeffers said. They will compete refe re e will be an autom atic
technical. Any pushing of a referee
Eastern in the fall and major in physical therapy. "I have alot of first hand .against themselves unt il the
will
be a technical."
playoffs.
experience in the field ," she said with a smile.
Wooten
sa,d that 1f a player gets
"We're going to take more teams
out of the ·serious' league for the two technicals in one ga me, he'll be
playoffs since they are in a tougher kicked out. If he is kicked out of two
consecutive games, he'll be kicked
division," Loeffers said.
Last year's champions, Blast, wil l out for he season.
be competing as well as the threeon-three champions of this year, the
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Expires Jan. 31, '75
a•me Room - Foo,a,a11
Air Hockey . Beer - Wine
Sandwiches . Pina

Your roommate
has a $2,000 stereo
and four Donny
Osmond albums.
You owe yourself an Oly.

CHENEY
BOWL

Jim Dyck, Proprietor
1706 2nd 235-627
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Olympia Brew,ng Company, 01 mp,a
ash, ng ton • Ol Y · ~
All 01 mp, empties re ,ecyclable
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Indoor Track Underway;
First Meet At Uof W
Indoor track will get underway
Jan . 19 at th e University of
Washington Indoor Meet 1n Seattle,
track coach Jerry Martin announced
recently.
Included among the Eagles to
enter will be two-time Evergreen
conference 440 champion Terry
Bailie, EVCO champion high-hurdler
Rich Dahl, EVCO champion in the
100-yd. dash Dan Vache and EVCO
champion long- jumpe r Wade
Walter.
Rick Hebron, who is the EVCO
champion in the three-mile and

steeplechase, will possibly run he
two mile. Hebron was third in the
NAIA inals in he mile. He 1s completing his last quar er of elig1b1hty
at Eastern.
Other Evergreen con erence
champions competing at the U of W
meet will be Ron Soliday in the pole
vault and Dem1trious Taylor and
Brad McClure. members of the
EVCO champion ship mile relay
team.
Other Eagle competitors include
Jerry Fu lwiler in the mile, Clay Lewis
in the high Jump and John Coheen in
the long Jump.

...

easterner
sports
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by Scott Schell
Sports Editor

With the completion of the super
bowl last weekend, football will be
forgotten for a while by everyone
except the coaches who are
preparing for next season.
Recruiting is the name of the
game and the recruiting season is
underway for all college football
coaches, including Eastern's coach
John Massengale.
The Evergreen conference
doesn't allow any of its members to
give out athletic scholarships, that
is, financial aid based on athletic
Dr. John Massengale
ability.
So how does a coach like Massengale recruit? How does a school like
Eastern compete for recruits with the pacific eight schools like WSU, or the
private schools like Whitworth, or the junior colleges like SFCC, all who give
athletic scholarships? How can two All-Americans, Bob Picard and Scott
Garske, .emerge out of a program that gives no athletic aid? How could
Picard, who now plays for the Philadelphia Eagles, get almost as much
scholarship money as an NCAA athlete while Garske received nothing?
No Athletic Scholarships-Unbelievable
"Most athletes we try to recruit just don't believe me when I tell them we
can't give them any athletic scholarship," said Massengale. "Some get the
idea that I don't think they are a good enough athlete for me to offer them a
scholarship, when in fact I don't have it to offer anyone."
An athlete can receive financial aid based on need according to their
family financial situation. That is why Picard, who came to Eastern with a
family background that qualified him for financial aid, could receive it.
Garske, on the other hand, came to Eastern whose family background disqualified him from financial aid, received nothing.
As a result of scholarships based on need, Massengale and his staff
recruit the 'needy' athlete. "We recruit athletes that fall in a special
category with special qualifications," Massengale said. "We must find the
athlete that not only has a financial need but he must be able to play our
level of football and meet our entrance requirements that many aid giving
colleges don't require."
This kind of recruiting takes time, Massengale said. He corresponds with
every high school and junior college coach in Washington by letter or phone
in search of this certain athlete.
.
Among all the colleges that give athletic scholarships, Massengale said
that his roughe.st competition comes from the junior colleges where an
athlete can receive athletic aid yet not have to meet any grade or entrance
requirements.
Program Designed for Fun, Not Profit
Eastern's non-athletic aid program has its advantages. Not only is the
high level of scholarship pressure off the athlete, but playing without any
strings attached proves to be more fun. The coaching is easier for
Massengale and his staff because the athlete is there because he wants to
be, not because he has to be.
"Out of sixty-five football players last season, thirty-one qualified for
financial aid according to need," said Massengale. ''Even those people
played because they wanted to. They could have received the aid whether
they played or not."
Massengale recruits athletes that are looking for this non-pressure kind
of program. "Garske transferred from the University of Hawaii and could
have played for any university in the nation on a full scholarship,"
Masseng~le said. "He played for Eastern because of the type of program
we offered."
"The high school athlete doesn't realize the advantages of playing for a
non-athletic aid program," Massengale said. "He has been brought up with
the idea that the good athlete must get a scholarship."
Many high school athletes think they are scholarship material, while in
reality they aren't. Massengale's recruiters look for this type of "ego
deflated" athlete after he finds out he is not large NCAA scholarship
material.
Other athletes on the recruiting list are those that have special interests
in the area. Some want to be close to home, oth·ers have a girlfriend that
attends here, others like the geographical location.
The Needy vs. The Aided
Each season, the Eagles play three games of a nine game schedule
against athletic scholarship giving colleges. In the four years Massengale
has coached at Eastern, his teams have won about half the time. Eastern
has slit two and two with Portland State University . and the same with
Whitworth.
"To beat a team that gives out athletic scholarships we need a super effort from our players," said Massengale. "Our opponents must be over con·
fident to the point we can surprise them."
Comment: In the day of the million dollar athlete, it is refreshing to find 65
athletes on a college team that turn out for the "fun of it." It almost takes
us back to the days when athletes played to become "better men", a con-·
tributor to society, a "leader among men", and other labels the athlete was
once called.
Needy versus the greedy sums up Eastern's program to other big universities in the NCAA. At Eastern , even the athletes with financial aid aren't
any better off than the athletes that receive nothing, because the aid is
based on need. Among the NCAA colleges, the athlete can be a millionaire
and still receive $4-5,000 and more in athletic scholarships.
Many would like to see the inflationary trends of athletics to revert back
to a single platoon financial programming. This is not to say Eastern is
without financial problems. But it qoes say alot about athletes that participate for the sport, not the profit.

Eagles S~lve Mystery
by Scott Schell and Jim Waggoner
Sports Editor · Sports Writer

Eastern Washington destroyed
Western Washington's " mystery"
offense 88-80 Monday night,
stretching their Evergreen conference lead to 3-0, 10-3 overall,
and handing Western their first conference loss.
Rumor had it that Western's
Coach Chuck Randall changed
offensive strategy for Monday
night's game. Traditionally in the
past. teams that he felt were better
or equal he used a slow tempo, ballcontrol offense. Tearns he felt were
weaker, he used a fast-break
offense.
"It was a mystery to us whether
Coach Randall thought we were a
weaker team than they were,"
Coach Jerry Krause said. "Our
general philosophy is to be ready to
play anyone offensively or defensively no matter what tempo they
throw at us."
The mystery was revealed when
the Vikings used a fast break
offense from the opening tip off. At
halftime, the Eagles down 48-39, it
looked like Randall's traditional
strategy was to be upheld.
Senior co-captain Randy Harris
sparked a second half rally that
made the Vikings think again. Bernie Hite started the ball rolling,
scoring two baskets from inside and
Ed Waters assisting. Western came
back with a basket, and Ron Cox
followed with a turnaround jumper
and a lay-in both assisted by
Waters. Waters had 11 assists for
the night, 5 short of the school
record.
Western's Bob Nichol stretch the
Viking lead 54-48 with 15:19,
followed by a Hite lay-i n underneath. Jeff McAlister scored a
jumper after two Viking free throws.
Hite scored from underneath, and
McAlister scored again on a
crossover, making it 56 -5~
Western.
Harris came off the bench to lob
a pass to Hite underneath, who
scored on a three pointer. With the
Eagles ahead 57-56 with 13:13 left,
Harris drove the base line for a
banker The Viks came back with a
score, followed by Alaniva's jumper
from the top of the key. Harris
scored a three pointer on a driving
lay-in to make it 64-58, Eastern.

Harris hooked another, Cox tipped
one ih, converting it into a threepointer, and Eagles were ahead to
stay 69-60 with 7:30 remaining.
Si~ Eagles finished in double
figures led by Hite's 20 pts., Cox
with13, Harris and Alaniva with 11,
McAI ster and Rob Ridnour with 10.
Cox led rebounders with 20
folio ed by Hite's 11.
Ea~tern shot 61 per cent in the
secoJd half and held Western's field
goal range to 19 per cent.
Kr~use considered the game a
"pivqtal" victory. "It determined
who !maintained first place in the

conference as well as who would
maintain the best district record for
playoff consideration," he said.
"The conference champion is usually the team that sweeps all their
home games."
The Eagles prepare to go on the
road this weekend after three consecutive home court victories over
Eastern Oregon, Oregon College
and Western respectively. Friday
night they face Southern Oregon in
Ashland, Oregon, and Oregon Tech
in Klamath Falls, Oregon, on Saturday. Oregon Tech is 1-1 in EVCO
and 12-1 overall.

JOHN ALANIVA (44) scores against a Western opponent to help Eastern to
th~ir third str~ight Evergreen conference victory. Alaniva scored 11 points
in ~he game. (PHOTO: Scott Schell)

Eagles Squeak By OCE
I

·hopp. Alaniva had excellent positior, drew the foul, and calmly sank
Sports Writer
John Alaniva connected on two tht winning shots.
OEC refused to engage in a runfree throws with three seconds
ning
game with the Eagles and conremaining to give the Screamin'
Eagles a 53-51 Evergreen con- trolled the tempo with their
ference basketball victory over deliberate offense, running a weave
Oregon College of Education Satur- pa~tern outside for up to three
day night before a crowd of 1,175 mi,nutes per possession.
A key factor in the win came off
at the Field House.
Alaniva went to the line after the thf Eagle: bench which coach Jerry
Wolve's Gary Johnson tied the Kt ause impl emen t ed during
score on a driving layin and was p1stions of both halves. The 'scramcharged with an offensive foul. The bl,: team' consists of Kim Eickerpressure-packed free throws gave . m an, Chris Brown, Paul
the Eagles their second straight H~ngenberg, Robin Watson, and
s1nior co-captain Randy Harris.
conference win.
The Eagles enjoyed the lead L~ading 9-8, Krause went to this
throughout the second half until an grpup at 11 :47 of the first half.
QCE basket evened things at 47 Bfown dropped in two from the
with 2:46 to go. Rob ·Ridnour hit a c~arity line. The teams traded
jumper from the right side, OCE b skets twice before Brown and
countered with a hoop and Jeff H rris each picked up alert steals,
McAlister ripped ·the nets on a 15· resulting in a pair of field goals and
foot jumper from the left side to aJl 7-14 advantage.
The Eagles led at halftime 27 -20
give the Eagles a 51-49 lead with
a d held their biggest lea_d of the
1:32 left.
OCE missed a shot, the Eagles ni~ht on an Ed Waters jumper that
called time-out and began their o,ened the second half. The Wolves
four-corner offense. Kevin Graffis ri~ped off six straight points and it
missed a close range shot under was tightly contested the remainder
pressure which set the stage for of the game. The Eagles could not
Johnson's dramatic drive to the djs~upt OCE's slowdown tactics and

By Jim Wauoner

open up the action.
Coach Krause said the turning
point in the game was "when they
decided not to play with us."
"The scramble team did a real
good job coming off the bench,"
Krause said.
"We played everybody and got a
lot of experience for our players."
" In the second half our offensive
patience wasn't what it should have
been," Krause said, "OCE played an
excellent game."
The Eagles had a balanced
scoring attack topped by Alaniva's
10 and Graffis' nine. Graffis
grabbed a game high of eight
rebounds. Waters headed the assis·
tant department with eight.
The visitors Gary Lathen garnered scoring honors with 26, hitting an impressive 13· 17 from the
field. The Eagles defensive pressure
held Gary Johnson to eight points.
Johnson entered the game with a
16.4 ·average.
Senior Bernie Hite did not suit up
for action because. of a sprained
ankle sustained in practice.
The Eagles went into Monday
nights game against Western with a
2-0 conference record and 9-3
overall.
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Gymna tics

Men Win By Recount;
Women
Lose
-

CHRIS BOLKA power swings on the horizontal bar while coach Jack Benson spots him during last week's
meet against CE. (PHOTO: Jim Elliott)
Pat Eddin's 7.65 won the parallel
.
·started the Eagle victory off with a
By J ~ Ell!ott
powerful floor exercise gaining 7.40 bars and teammate Curt Climer tied
Spo s Wrater
points to take first place. Teammate Eastern's Rux with 7.45 for second
Last Friday ight the men's dual Al Smith placed fourth with a 6.70 place and the Eagle lead was cut to
meet between as~ern and Or~gon and the rest of the Eagles added to 126.80-125.95.
College of Ed cation ended m a Eastern's lead of 26.5 to OCE's
The Wolves then took first and
146.35 tie but early Monday mor- 25.6.
second in the horizontal bars but
ning t~at stal f!late was broken
,Nagashima placed second on the their next finishers could only
when 1t was disclosed that the pommel horse with Kurt Luhrs and manage three-point-plus scores and
scores were a ded wrong and the Ken Rux tied for third and Smith the Eagles clung to victory by the
Eagles were t e winners, 146.70· fourth for a 46.15-45.0 score.
nail of their talon.
145.45.
Wolves Close In
Team Effort
Coach Jack · enson reported that
Chris Bolkan swung to a 7.40 vie·
Benson was pleased overall with
Thorne Tibbits.I one of the meet's
four judges, Had recomputed the tory in the rings, Rux added 7.35 for the meet but said there will be
scores and the Eagles came out second, ~nd the Eagles led 70.55· some needed work before
66.9 with three events left.
Wednesday's meet in Pullman
ahead.
I
·
OCE's Rocky Sagers and John against WSU and then in Seattle on
This first ~egular season dual
meet outing for Eastern was close Haus placed one-two in the long Jan. 25. (Results of the WSU meet
all the way as the Wolves, behind horse vault, 8.85 and 8.60 respec- were not available at press time.)
'This was a total team effort and
after the first fpur events closeg the tively, with Rux third on an 8.05 pergap with big wins in the parallel and formance and Nagashima fourth, I think we were a little more hyped
7.70. This closed Eastern's lead to then OCE when it really counted,"
horizontal bar .
Benson said.
Freshman Curt Nagashima 1O1.30-98.6 with two events left.
"We will need some greater
degree of difficulties in our coming
meets, especially in our dismounts,"
he added.
There are three degrees of dif·
ficulty in gymnastics, A. 8, and C,
and Benson said the Eagles have
been working mostly A type which
consists of basic dismounts. The additional degree will increase a gymnast's total points if he has a good
routine with a higher degree of dif·
ficulty.
Rux finished first in the AIIArounds and teammate Nagashima
was second, 39.40 and 37.35,
respectively. Benson said
Nagashima did a great job considering this was the freshman's
first full meet following some early
season injuries.
Nagashima put a gasped in the
crowd of over 200 when he hit
spread-out face-down following his
double
somersault dismount from
Olympia Brewing Company, Oly mpia, Washington 'OLY' ®
the horizontal bars. He wasn't hurt
All Olymp ia empties are recyclable
and the point loss still kept him in
fourth place with 4.80.

Oregon College of Education's
Wolves nipped Eastern's Eagles in a
women's gymnastics meet last
Friday, 84.7 to 84.5. The visiting
Wolves took their biggest bite of the
evening in the balance beam com·
petition where Eagle mistakes
prevailed.
Coach Maxine Davis said "our
beam killed us" in referring to the
fact the Eagles only had 17.8 points
to OCE's 21.6 in the balancing
event.
"We will have to work hard on
beams before this week's meet. It is
obvious we must now have been
putting enough time on beam since
everyone on the team fell during
their routines, " Davis said last Mon·
day.
It was not all bad news for the
Eagles as they pulled to the twotenths difference behind a strong
floor exercise in the last event of
the evening.
Linda Chulos had a dazzling 8. 7
to take first in floors with teammate
Becky Mustard third with 7.3. Carol

Ringen and Pam Brown tied for fifth
with 7.0.
Chulos Leads All-Around
Eastern took an early lead in the
vault as Brown and Chulos placed
first and second, respectively, for a
22.4-21.1 lead. This was stretched
to 43.7-41 .3 following the placing
of Chulos-2nd, Brown-3rd, and Gail
Norvell-4th on the uneven bars.
Team captain Mustard said
perhaps "we were a little overconfi·
dent after winning bars and vault"
in view of the Eagles disastrous
beam work. OCE took five of the
first six beam places. Chulos was
second with 7.5 points.
Chulos took first place in the allarounds with a 31.3 total. Brown
was third with 27.9. and Mustard
fourth with 23.2. Tris Ellis finished
fifth with 20.2 points.
Davis was pleased with some individual efforts pointing out that
freshwoman Lynnie Oosting, competing in her first gymnastic meet,
did well in vault and bars.
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DISBELIEF is reflected in Eastern's women's gymnastics captain Becky
Mustard's face as she hears the Eagles lost to OCE by .2 of a point.
(PHOTO: Jim Elliott)
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Managing Editor: Jeff Lorello
HOME: Spokane, Washington

tbe 81Ster.iiil'

AGE: 24
HOBBIES: Golf, gambling, ..
photography.
MOST MEMORABLE BOOK: "Dune"
by Frank Herbert.
LAST ACCOMPLISHMENT: Managed
to meet iast week's deadti-ne.
QUOTE: "The status of the press is
such nowadays, that most journalists
are treated with suspicion. There is
something ominous in being the
bearer of bad news."
PROFILE: Brusque, incisive, selfassured, professional. He is not
afraid to harpoon the sacred cows of
higher education.
PAPER: The Easterner.

AUTHENTIC: There are more than 1,000 college newspapers but only one
fine enough to bear the name, The
Easterner. T.he quality standards we set
have never varied. Into each story goes
the finest journalistic talent.

DESPITE A SUBOC DECISION last quarter to move these pin ball
machines they are still in their same location and providing tern-

porary relief from boredom for Eastern students to ttle tune of
$300 a month. (PHOTO: Jay Wilson)

